
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STORY OF DOWN AND OUT IN PARIS AND

LONDON WHICH DEALS WITH THE AUTHORS EXPERIENCE

Down and Out in Paris and London is the first full-length work by the English author George Orwell, published in It is a
memoir in two parts on the theme of poverty in the two cities. The first part is an account of living in near-destitution in
Paris and the experience of casual . by the way, that the Auberge was not the ordinary cheap eating-house.

His small income from teaching dried up. When I headed to Gezi Park near Taksim Square to spend a few
hours among trees and flowers that same day, I saw Syrians sitting on the grass. Who can resist it nowadays?
Through his daily efforts to scrape up food and housing, the narrator comes to appreciate the constant
humiliations of poverty. If Orwell had to sell this story to HBO, this would have been his elevator pitch.
Nineteen Eighty-Four came fourth. Though he was not a good student, he had the necessary ingredients of an
intellectual. Eliot , then an editorial director, also rejected it, stating, "We did find it of very great interest, but I
regret to say that it does not appear to me possible as a publishing venture. The "patron" of the Auberge, "an
ex-colonel of the Russian Army ," seems to have financial difficulties. You have talked so often of going to
the dogs - and well, here are the dogs, and you have reached them, and you can stand it. Whoever reduced
Orwell to destitution did him a good turn; his final ten weeks in Paris sowed the seed of his first published
book. Books like Down and Out show us that the line between deprivation and success can be a very thin one.
His prayers, however, had gone unanswered because the picture turned out to be that of a local prostitute.
Orwell's aunt Nellie Limouzin also lived in Paris and gave him social and, when necessary, financial support.
The book ends, movingly, with a defence of the human dignity of the tramp and beggar. Everything pawnable
or salable is already in the shops and now he must find a job. That is the type of plongeur they send us
nowadays. Among his fields of special interest are Victorian Literature and Publishing History. Unfortunately
the would-be employers have gone abroad, "patient and all. It seems difficult to compare his earlier career in
the imperial police force in Burma a career which he had abandoned to become a writer to the tedious office
jobs abandoned by the aspiring writers of our own era. The narrator offers some general remarks, concluding,
At present I do not feel that I have seen more than the fringe of poverty. Once the picture of health and virility,
Boris has become obese and partially crippled by arthritis. See more Home Study Guides Kate Chopin's Short
Stories "The Story the life and painting styles of pablo picasso of an wife when she cries An analysis of the
new technology and its influence on todays society out provide critical analysis of Kate Chopin's Short Stories
Then. It can even be fun. He has] been trapped by a routine which makes thought impossible. He works at
several menial jobs in Paris before accepting the charity of a friend and moving back to his hometown of
London, where he looks for work but remains largely unemployed. Down and Out was published in January ,
well reviewed, and Orwell was not merely a writer, but a published writer, and on his way to world fame.
British law, unlike French, is less tolerant of down and outs. Fact and fiction[ edit ] One of the debates
surrounding Down and Out is whether it was a piece of factual autobiography or part fiction.


